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2007marks the 20th anni versary
of the National Open

College Network (NOCN) and the 25th
year of Open College Networks (OCNs).
Learning can be a powerful force for change,
an enabling and empowering experience
that can shape their lives and transform the
com munities in which they live.

NOCN and OCNs work in partner ship
with organisations to develop learning that
will enable people to participate and
succeed. Our provision is relevant to
learners and employers, underpinned by
robust standards, achievable goals and
offering pro gression opportunities for all.

NOCN’s mission is to widen partici -
pation and access to high-quality and
flexible education, training and learning. We
promote social inclusion and work to ensure
that learner achieve ment is recognised,
valued and under stood through a national
frame work of credit and qualifications.

I am proud to lead an organisation in
celebrating this major milestone in our
history. I pay tribute and give thanks to all
the unique people who have contri buted to
our success over the years and say “well
done” to our remarkable learn ers – long
may your learning journey continue. 
Karan Green
Chief Executive, NOCN
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The National Open College Network
is a credit to the adult learners’

movement – uncompli catedly good for
learners and for teachers. Its huge
contribution to public life has been the
development of a peer-group-driven
system for the recognition and accredi -
tation of bite-size chunks of adult
learning, and of the rules of combina -
tion needed for these to be consolidated
into qualifications. This role was of
critical importance when the govern -
ment created the artificial and unhelpful
distinction between (good) qualifica -
tions-bearing schedule 2 pro vision and
(not so good) uncertificated non-
schedule 2 provision.  

NOCN credits were a life-saver for the
Further Education Funding Council,
enabling it to operate within the rules
given to it, and at the same time meet the
aspirations of many thousands of real
learners. A com parable task, once again
drawing on the roots of the movement,
faces us in the years ahead – to re-vitalise
a culture of peer-group-driven curri -
culum and quality improvement, as the
heart of self-regulation and of workforce
develop ment. Long may it thrive.
Alan Tuckett
Director, NIACE
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Introduction
oral accounts) currently available or
supplied by the OCN regions. It argues
that the ‘Open Colleges’ which were
created first in Manchester, and then in
other northern and metropolitan areas
in the 1980s, were qualitatively different
to other ‘Open College’ and ‘Open
Learning’ developments of the time.

Sandwiched between the opening
exploration of OCNs’ early history and
the concluding section on current
directions and future possibilities, the
narrative adopts a thematic approach.
Each section explores a key theme or
area of OCN activity. Issues like the
growth and decline of OCNs’ work on
students with learning difficulties and/or
disabilities, links with other Awarding
Bodies and international connections
are not covered in any depth.

Importantly, the broad sweep of the
narrative of OCNs’ development, and
that of NOCN, is composed of hun -
dreds of thousands of smaller individual
and personal, col lec tive and organisa -
tional stories. This publication gives an
insight into the richness and diversity of
the achievements of thousands of
individuals whose work contributed to
this 25-year learning journey. �

Karan Green, John Sanders,
Patricia Whaley

OCNs are one of the great educa -
tional successes of the late 20th
and early 21st centuries. Yet their

story is barely known. The history and
development of a ‘movement’ that
seemingly came from nowhere, engaged
(directly or obliquely) with over 5
million people and spawned over 30
distinctive organisations, is scarcely
referenced in most accounts of edu -
cational and training developments in
the period.

This is a celebration of 25 years’
activity. It focuses on the stories and
achievements of OCN learners and all
those involved in creating robust org -
anisa tions and sustaining a pro gressive
vision. It seeks to place OCNs’ historical
interests and activities within the
context of con temporary concerns and
priorities. It argues that, as well as
foreshadowing and influencing many
current develop ments in education and
training, OCNs still have much to
contribute to current debates and
practice.

The narrative uses the NOCN strap -
line – the diversity of learning – as its
starting point. OCNs have consis tently
celebrated diversity – of learners, learn -
ing programmes and member organisa -
tions. The stepping-stones motif
simi larly reflects OCNs’ long-standing
con cern with progression.

A short publication can only suggest
something of the richness and diversity
of the learning that has been nurtured,
and certificated, under the OCN ban -
ner. It focuses on significant develop -
ments and draws on the material (often
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The early years

The Diversity of Learning

learners by the means of credit awards
inserted in a Study Passport – a portable
record of personal success. MOCF regis -
tered its first learners in October 1982
and issued its first Study Passport in
February 1983. 

If many of the key operational features
of OCNs had been mapped out and
implemented within the first 12 months
of MOCF’s active exist ence, a wider
future role of OCNs was also quickly
appreciated.

A list of ‘future possible lines of devel -
opment’, dated February 1983 are eerily
pre scient: ‘nation al system of credit
transfer; accredi ta tion of work or life
experience and knowledge; develop -
ment of own learning packages;

Ameeting of Manchester City
Council, in the historic Town Hall
on 1 December 1981, formalised

the creation of the first ‘Open College
Network’, as such organisations became
known later in the decade. There had
been other ‘Open College’ develop ments
before this date and there continued to
be a range of initiatives bearing this
epithet in subsequent years. Manchester
Open College Federation (MOCF),
however, was self-consciously different.
It was the ‘Manchester model’ which
other parts of England, and later Wales
and Northern Ireland, subsequently
adopted. 

The Manchester pioneers – a work ing
party from the adult, community, further
and higher educa tion sectors in the city –
sought to create a structure that was
capable of embracing ‘a broad range of
students’. The path trod in Manchester
was different to that followed in London,
where early ‘Open College’ develop -
ments were primarily concerned with
enhancing access, advice and guidance
and progression to higher education.

The Manchester model brought
together a number of distinctive feat -
ures. First, it articulated four levels of
learning from basic skills to access to
higher education. Second, it used the
notion of credit value based on hours of
study to give an indication of the size or
volume of learning. Third, and perhaps
most crucially, it encouraged practitioner
involvement in curriculum design and
develop ment, and in peer processes for
the scrutiny of submitted courses.
Fourth, it certificated the achievement of

‘from its start …the MOCF was destined
for a pioneering role: it would be the first of
a new type, namely an accrediting not a
prescribing body, able to answer to a
variety of needs and not subject to a single
over-riding interest’. 
Aubrey Black, ‘the grandfather of OCNs’
(1984)

Aubrey Black (right, first Development
Officer at MOCF), receiving an honorary
Open University degree for his work in
setting up the first OCN, with
the late Ian Howarth (Open University),
MOCF Governing Body member, May 1992
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accre ditation of courses put on by
Industry, Com merce and Trade
Unions; Levels 5, 6 & 7?’. It is notable
how many of the operational features and
aspirations of the first OCN prefigure the
broad prescriptions and intentions of the
Qualifications and Credit Framework. 

At the time, though, there remain ed
the formidable challenge of implemen -
ting a new ‘Open College’ idea on limited
resources. Unlike so many of the heavily-
subsidised, grand educa tional initiatives
of the past 25 years, the early OCNs were
not burdened by high expectations or the
heavy weight of government funding.
Perversely perhaps, their small-scale
origins and strong local roots were
critical to their success. It probably
helped that OCNs initially were not on
the radar of senior politicians and policy-
makers. Indeed their develop ment has
been dubbed ‘the policy from nowhere’.

Local Authorities played a vital role in
the early history of OCNs. They showed
genuine vision and commitment to the
con cept, in the best traditions of
munici pal innovation and enterprise.
This was certainly the case in Man -
chester; and also in the Black Country
where the four local authorities
provided funding. It was often touch-
and-go for the early OCNs. South
Yorkshire Open College Federation,
notionally founded in 1985, only really
got off the ground two years later, after a
long pilot period, when funding was
secured from the four South Yorkshire
LEAs. Merseyside Open College Fed -
era tion (MerOCF) had a similarly long
gestation period. 

The ability to live with financial
uncertainty and predictions of immi -
nent demise was programmed early on
into the genetic codes of OCNs. Open
College Federations faced a range of
exter nal threats in the mid-1980s,
ranging from NVQs and Open Tech to
the Open College (of the Air). 

Fortunately, MOCF, the template for
other fledgling OCNs, went from
strength to strength. By 1986 it could
boast over 50 member organisations, 500
accredited courses and more than 5,000
registered students. Two years later it was

‘I can’t honestly remember how I came
to choose the Return to Study course but
I did.

I have to smile when I think about the
times I’ve said, “This is my last week,
this isn’t for me”. Before I knew it I’d
find myself back on Monday determined
to finish at the end of the week. I can’t
honestly say why I kept going back, the
fact that there was something at the end
of it all, that is, the Open College
Certificate, played a major part.’ 
Sheila Davies (1984)

The Diversity of Learning

Sheila Davies with Carol Morris



College in North London), who became
an effective advocate for a credit-based
approach. Her task was helped by an HMI
inspection report in 1988 which ‘pointed
to the need for an accreditation system as
a central func tion of the London Open
Colleges’.

London Open College Federation
(LOCF) came into existence in 1988. It
superimposed an accreditation func tion
upon the structure of the four existing
Open Colleges. LOCF was formally
launched on 7 November 1989 at a
major ceremony at County Hall attend ed
by over 200 people. Speak ers included
Jack Straw MP, then Sha dow Secretary
of State for Education. 

The accession of London, with its
rich adult education tradition and its

celebrating its 10,000th student. By this
time the Black Country Access Federa -
tion (BCAF) in the West Mid lands was
moving to an accredita tion model and
there were incipient developments in
Hampshire (the Ports mouth Passport
scheme) and South West Wales. London,
however, was the vital addition.

Open Colleges in London dated back
to 1982 and the creation of the Open
College of South London, linked closely
to the Polytechnic of the South Bank.
This was followed rapid ly by three more
Open College dev elop  ments in different
parts of the capital. The ‘conversion’ of
London to credit was a major break -
through. It owed much to the tenacity
and foresight of Sue Pedder (of ALFA –
Access to Learning For All – the Open

Celebrating Achievement – 25 Years of Open College Networks
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‘From the beginning we envisaged
something more than a route to higher
education…Although credit
accumulation had become familiar
through the work of the Open
University and was routine in the
United States, it had not previously
been applied to the generality of courses.
The requirement to award credits at
levels ranging from basic education to
university entrance presented the
greatest problem of all. We met and
talked, in retrospect it seems endlessly,
about how to assign different values to
the credits. The solution, obvious when
proposed, took time. We defined four
levels, a formulation now common but
then wholly novel. The idea for the study
passport, on the other hand, much
valued by the first recipients, came to
me in my bath.’
Michael Sterne, former Senior Assistant
Education Officer, Manchester LEA,
speaking in 2007

Jack Straw MP at the launch of London Open College Federation, 1989



proximity to the centres of political
power and national policy-making, was
a major boost for the Open College
movement. It now entered its ‘mulberry
phase’ – so-called because of the pre -
domi nant colour of the documents
produced by the UDACE ‘Open
College Networks’ Project, 1988 –90.
Led by David Browning, MOCF’s first
Director, and Caroline Mager from
South Yorkshire Open College Federa -
tion (SYOCF), the project’s impact and
contribu tion to the expansion of accre -
ditation-based Open Colleges can not be
over-estimated. 

By the time of the Project’s final
report there were 22 centres of significant
OCN development – the foundation for
the future membership of NOCN. In the
words of Professor David Robert son
(Liverpool John Moores University,
1994), there was now a comprehensive
network of OCNs ‘com mitted form -
ally to the award of credit for student
learning achieve ment, facilitating
accumu lation and transfer and
prom o t ing access to adult, further
and higher education’. �

Celebrating Achievement – 25 Years of Open College Networks
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Open College Networks Project:
Map of developments in England and
Wales, UDACE July 1991
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OCNs and credit:
the origins and
creation of NOCN
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tions reveals a core of representatives
from current or future OCNs.
Participants agreed to meet again in
London. Minute 86.09 of the third
meet ing in November 1986 records:
‘Agreed the establish ment of a
National Open College Network’.
The following year NOCN had its first
logo, hand-drawn by David Browning,
and a schedule of regular meetings.
Member ship was open and inclusive.
Early par ti ci pants included open learn -
ing organi sa tions and examining bodies. 

The seeds of future national expan -
sion and the creation of the
National Open College Network

(NOCN) were sown early on. From the
very start Manchester Open College
Federation (MOCF) realised that the
value of its credits would always be
limited if they could only be ‘traded’ in
the Manchester area. At the National
Institute of Adult Education seminar on
Open Colleges in June 1983 Michael
Sterne called for a ‘national initiative’
relating to marketing and development
and asked ‘if perhaps the matter
could be taken further in the form of
a Nation al Network of Open College
Federa tions’. The suggestion fell on
deaf ears.

It was revived a couple of years later
when MOCF came to appoint its first
full-time Director. The mission to
spread the Manchester model featured
prominently in the job description.
David Browning, the new appointee,
applied himself to this task with gusto
and became an articulate and effective
advocate for the Manchester vision of a
comprehensive credit-awarding OCF.

The origins of NOCN can be traced
to the ‘Open College Seminar’ that took
place on 13–15 April 1986, convened by
MOCF. It was held appropriately and
symbolically at Northern College in
Barnsley – a pioneering adult residential
college, linked closely to the labour and
trade union movement and located in
the heart of the area which had seen
some of the bitterest confrontations of
the previous years’ Miners’ Strike. 

The attendance list of nine organisa -

‘I think the credits are a great idea for
someone like me who left school without
any qualification, because by receiving
them it will give me a sense of catching up
slightly on what I missed and restore some
confidence in my own ability’
Bob Smith, South Yorkshire OCN (1989)

The first-ever NOCN logo – hand-drawn by
David Browning. The nine petals represent
the nine founding OCNs.

These early meetings were viewed
primarily as a means of exchanging ideas
and experiences, discussing future areas
of development and exploring possible
areas of convergence. Credit transfer
remained a recurring but elusive theme –
David Browning express ing frustration
in June 1987 that ‘we have not made
the progress that some of us hoped
for in building a credible national
organisa tion, including a credit
trans fer agree ment’. At this stage with
no consti tu tion, officers or organ isa  -
tional structure, NOCN was little more
than a banner that people walked
behind. The banner, however, quickly
became more visible and prominent.
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NOCN took on an increasingly im -
por tant advocacy role as OCNs began to
interface more systematically with civil
servants, politicians and policy-makers.
A higher national profile and the need to
respond to external changes made it
imperative for Open Colleges to offer a
more coherent position and give a more
cohesive impression. Equally, as new
OCNs began to take root in other cities
and London resolved its doubts about
credit, issues of convergence and com -
monality increasingly came to the fore. 

These matters were addressed and
resolved through the work of the NOCN
Commonality Working Party (1988–9),
which drew together all the active Open
College Federations (OCFs). Prior to
this, each OCF had developed slightly
different level and credit specifications.
Despite these superficial differences the
Working Party was able to build on a
wealth of common practice and co-
operative sentiment. Led energetically
by Teresa Bergin of Merseyside Open
College Federation (MerOCF) and
supported by John Sanders of MOCF,
the group adopted a pragmatic approach
to reach a workable compromise agree -
ment – four levels, a 30-hour credit base
and the adoption of the standard term
and size (A5) for the ‘Credit Record’. 

The group effectively laid the ground -
work for the first national Credit
Accumulation and Transfer Agree -
ment (CATA), signed fittingly in
Manchester Town Hall on 6 July 1990.
The CATA in some ways marked the
coming-of-age of NOCN and a key
milestone on the journey from a loose

group of affiliates to a more cohesive
collective of like-minded organisations.
This shift was sealed by the re-con -
figuration of NOCN as a formally
constituted membership organisation.
After long discussions a constitution was
finally ratified and NOCN held its first
AGM in Birming ham on 21 June 1991.
NOCN wel comed its first members (the
established OCFs) into mem ber ship. 

The changing FE agenda drove the
next distinctive phase of NOCN’s
development in the early 1990s. A
number of OCN Directors and Co-
ordinators put significant efforts into
lobbying in the build-up to the 1992
Further and Higher Education Act and
OCNs res ponded imaginatively to the
changes that this brought about. After
extensive discussions with the new

‘It was obvious that the credits we were
awarding would only achieve full utility
when they achieved national currency...
We called two national meetings; those
who attended tended to be people very
much concerned with a variety of access
courses, aiming at eventual entry to
higher education. They seemed
unconvinced by the MOCF model. The
newly-appointed Chief Education
Officer [in Manchester] was rather more
enthusiastic about MOCF; he and I
went to London to meet the Director of
the Inner London Education Authority
and his senior colleagues. Sadly, their
attitude seemed to be that any ideas that
had not developed in London were not
worth considering. However, other cities
in the North did take up the idea and so
an embryonic national network began to
form.’
Michael Sterne, former Senior Assistant
Education Officer, Manchester LEA,
speaking in 2007

Peter Wilson signing the Credit
Accumulation and Transfer Agreement,
Manchester 1990



cred it accumulation – drew directly
upon the experience of OCNs.

In the most significant change to
their processes since their inception,
OCNs adopted the specifications of the
proposed national credit framework in
August 1994 and proceeded to unitise
all of their accredited programmes. The
subsequent period saw a spurt of explo -
sive growth in the number of OCNs and
their learners. NOCN reported 125,000
registered learners and 400,000 credits
issued in 1994-5. As colleges expanded
enrolments through franch is ing or by
broadening their appeal to adult
learners, Authorised Validating Agencies
(AVAs) converted to OCNs, new net -
works were estab lished, and existing
OCNs embarked on a period of sus tain -
ed growth. In 1998-9 they collectively
logged over 630,000 learner registra -
tions, and issued over a million-and-a-
half credits. By this time NOCN had
expanded to 31 member OCNs. 

Two features stand out in relation to
this huge growth of OCNs. First, the
speed with which the development took
hold; and second, the extent to which it
was driven by close personal ties and a
generosity of spirit. Numer ous recollec -
tions highlight the invaluable advice and
assistance pro vided both formally by
mentor OCNs and informally by a
range of individual OCN enthusiasts. In
general, wheels were shared freely rather
than being re-invented and the collec -
tive endeavour often took precedence
over individual OCN self-interest.

The national infrastructure was
scarcely able to keep up with the pace of

Further Education Funding Council,
OCN accreditation was recognised for
funding purposes for all parts of
Schedule 2 (except 2b).

At this pivotal time, OCNs also
gradually recognised that they needed to
adapt and change in response to the new
environment. Sue Pedder, NOCN Chair,
argued in June 1992 that OCNs would
have to jettison their intensive ‘Rolls
Royce model’ of accreditation and
develop more cost-effective framework
approaches.

The position of OCNs and NOCN
was also boosted in 1993 by UDACE’s
publication of a significant piece of
research. Sheffield Hallam University’s
Dr Steve Wisher’s work on progression
within and beyond OCN-accredited
pro grammes drew on data from both
Manchester and London OCFs. It
provided hard evidence that OCN-
accredited courses succeeded in attract -
ing learners traditionally under-repre -
sen ted in education and training. Its
thoroughly researched conclusions also
endorsed the notions that expectations
were raised and progression encouraged
on OCN programmes.

The FEU’s publication of A Basis for
Credit, proposing a comprehensive
credit framework for the post-16 sector
was another major landmark. Despite
some fears that the concerns of adults
would be lost through the focus on
young people, OCNs generally welcom -
ed the publication. This was not
surprising since, as David Robertson
noted in 1994, the core features of the
proposed framework – credits, levels,

Celebrating Achievement – 25 Years of Open College Networks
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‘People on the Manor actually asked for
credits – the idea met with a very high
level of enthusiasm. People want their
achievements recognised, they want
something to show for it and something
with currency value’
Dave Clarson, Manor Training Resource
Centre’s Training Coordinator, South
Yorkshire (1989)

‘The flexibility afforded by the new
framework means that a wide range of
valuable learning, such as that provided
by the Open College Network and other
adult and community-based
programmes, can be recognised.’
QCA (2004), A framework for
achievement – Recognising qualifications
and skills in the 21st century



expansion. The demands imposed by
OCNs’ higher national profile added to
the burdens of implementing increas -
ingly complex mentoring and self-
imposed quality assurance structures. It
was not until 1997 that NOCN’s first
full-time Develop ment Officer, Peter
Wilson, was appoint ed on secondment
from NIACE. He was soon joined by
support staff in NOCN’s new offices at
the University of Derby.

The internal pressures for more
streamlined structures and a more
extensive central office were matched by
strong external imperatives emanating
from the creation of the National Quali -
fications Framework. The next phase of
NOCN’s development was essentially
driven by the Qualifications and Curri -
culum Authority in England (QCA), by
the Council for the Curri culum Exami -
na tions and Assessment (CCEA) in
North ern Ireland, by the Quali fications,
Cur ricu lum and Assessment Authority
(ACCAC) in Wales, and by the need for
NOCN to become an accredited award -
ing body. This required NOCN to
change from a loose unincorporated
association to a company limited by
guarantee with charitable status and an
elected Board of Trustees. This was the
path trod initially by London Open
College Federation (LOCF) and follow -
ed by a number of other OCNs. The new
NOCN Board of Trustees met for the
first time in January 1999.

The re-creation of NOCN as a limited
company with power to licence member
OCNs, and formal approval by QCA on
March 2000, marked the final trans -

formation of NOCN to a national
qualification awarding body. This desig -
na  tion at least helped answer a double-
headed question first posed by a sup -
portive sceptic in Manchester in 1983 –
namely, ‘what are OCN credits for? What
do they count towards?’ The further
development of NOCN quali fications
provided an answer.

The publication in 2004 of QCA’s
plans for a framework for achievement
(later the Credit and Qualifications
Framework, before morphing again into
the Qualifications and Credit Frame -
work) appeared to justify the strategic
decisions taken by now. The specifi -
cations were uncannily familiar, and tied
in with NOCN’s long-standing ambitions
to contribute towards the creation of a
more flexible, inclusive and ‘composi -
tional’ credit framework that was
responsive to the needs of individuals,
employers and communities. Peter
Wilson, veteran of the 1986 Northern
College meeting, signa tory of the 1990
CATA, Co-ordinator of the first OCN
(Leicester shire) to adopt the speci -
fications of the FEU Credit frame work
in 1993 and NOCN’s first National
Development Officer (1997–9) had
plenty of reasons to be cheerful. �
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‘On balance, therefore, it seems that
some of the initial ambitions of those
involved in setting up the first OCNs
and then NOCN 20 years ago may yet
to be realised within the new
Qualifications and Credit Framework
(QCF). The insertion of the term
“credit” in the title confirms the
continuing potential for carrying
through the radical reform of the
current qualifications system
anticipated by so many people over the
past two decades. The next year will
show whether or not this optimism is
well founded, or whether “credit”
becomes another grassroots concept
assimilated and then re-processed as
part of a qualifications system still in
need of further reform.’
Peter Wilson, Adults Learning, November
2006
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Working in
partnership with
Further Education

The Diversity of Learning

new projects, or to provide bridges to
their existing courses. Whole depart-
ments, however, remained un touch ed
by the OCN contagion.

This position changed following local
government reform and the passing of
the 1992 Further and Higher Education
Act. The splitting of academic and voca-
tional studies, the removal of FE col-
leges from LEA control and the advent
of FEFC funding did not bring about
the demise of OCNs that some had pre-
dicted. NOCN lobbying and a sympa-
thetic response from the FEFC ensured
a higher profile for OCNs within the
newly-liberated FE college sector.

The expansion of the sector through
franchising and the development of
short courses and taster programmes
provided new opportunities for OCNs.
Peter Wilson, NOCN Chair in 1995,
cited ‘the growth of demand from the
FE Sector’ as the main contributor to
the ‘explosion’ in OCN activity over the
past two years. In some OCNs learner
registrations increased exponentially as
the decade progressed. In the South
York shire and Humber region, for
example, the number of accredited
OCN learners jumped from 12,000 in
1994-5 to more than 70,000 in 1998-9. 

By the late 1990s the vast majority of
FE colleges were members of OCNs. In
most areas the ‘Top Ten’ users of OCN
accreditation were mainly FE colleges. A
number had developed extensive college-
wide or curriculum-focused credit
frame works within which to organise and
develop their OCN provision. North
Warwickshire and Hinckley Coll ege’s

Further education colleges have
long been the strategically most
sensitive and numerically most

significant users of OCNs. The majority
of learners who have achieved OCN
credits have done so in a further educa-
tion setting. More generally, the very
contours of individual OCNs’ structures
and activities have been shaped by the
winds of funding changes and the del-
uge of policy initiatives that have bat-
tered (or bettered, depending on your
view) the FE sector in the last 25 years.

The support of colleges was critical
to the early OCNs. On Merseyside 13
FE colleges supported the launch of the
OCF in September 1988 and, two years
later, two-thirds of MerOCF’s 1,685
learner registrations were from the sec-
tor. In the West Midlands Bilston Col -
lege became a major user of BCAF,
while Solihull College hosted the topi-
cally-named FAME initiative (Federa -
tion for Access to Midlands Education)
– a precursor of OCN Central England. 

If support from Principals and senior
managers was important, buy-in from
staff on the ground was essential. Many,
like Michael Freeston, were receptive
and positive. OCNs built on the profes-
sional enthusiasm generated and mined
a rich seam of genuine commitment to
access and learner progression. Many of
the staff involved in early developments
were ‘the usual suspects’: Access tutors
and those involved in initiatives to
attract new or more diverse groups of
learners. In vocational areas, where
other qualifications were well-estab-
lished, staff tended to use OCNs for

‘Working as a lecturer in further education
one is used to a world which allows little
freedom to develop ideas and curricula
beyond those expressly established by
whichever syllabus is being followed. The
opportunity provided by OCNs to create
learning programmes based around the
particular needs and experiences of the
target learning group was a liberation…’
Michael Freeston, WEA National Office
(extract taken from Michael’s unpublished
MA Policy Studies dissertation, 1996)
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framework for adult learning (accredited
by OCN Central England) enabled it to
provide responsive, flexible programmes
and progression opportunities tailored to
individual needs. It enrolled over 6,000
learners in 2001. In east London more
than 8,000 students were working on one
or more of the OCN-accredited units
which made up the Newham College
Access Diploma scheme in 2003–4. 

The OCNs’ convergence of interests
and priorities with FE became more
pronounced with the election of New
Labour in 1997. Sally Dicketts, Princi -
pal of Milton Keynes College and first
Chair of NOCN’s new Board of Trust -
ees, commented in early 1999 that ‘for
the Government to achieve its goal of
widening participation and lifelong
learning, it needs the open college net-
works’. OCNs’ implicit staff and cur-
riculum development role was crucial to
this effort. The increasingly close links

with the sector was reflected in the gov-
ernance of NOCN and OCNs, and in
moves to dovetail OCN and college
quality systems. 

Growing dependency, however, was a
double-edged sword. When policy prior-
ities and funding regimes changed, and
the intricacies of Schedule 2 were
replaced by the stark division between
qualifications and ‘other provision’,
many colleges found their OCN-accred-
ited programmes on the wrong side of
the divide. It says much for the close
links and positive experience of many
FE providers that OCN provision has
remained so strong in so many colleges
for so long. As the FE sector is re-engi-
neered following the reviews by Foster
and Leitch, it remains to be seen how
more than two decades of investment
and accumulated expertise in operating
responsive credit-based systems can be
consolidated and used productively. �

Carol

Carol came back into education without any
qualifications. She came from a large family
and was made to leave school at 15 in order to
get a job. She has three children and works as
a part-time care assistant.

Although she had been thinking about it ‘for a
few years before’, Carol was originally ‘terrified’
of coming to college. However, she saw an
advert, sent for a leaflet, steeled herself and
joined a ‘Getting Back to Study’ course. She
enjoyed it. There was a mix of ability levels
and a very relaxed approach. She completed
the course and achieved OCN credit at Level
One. It was her first-ever certificate.

Carol is now on an ‘Adult Academic
Programme’ doing GCSEs in Mathematics,
English Language and Literature at the same
college…Her next step is an Access to HE
course; then a degree and possibly eventually
Social Work. She feels that she has proved her
worth.
from Adult Learners: Pathways to Progression,
FEDA, 1997

Gurbax Singh Bahra, Adult Learners’ Week
Senior Learner Award Winner, Bexley College,
2004

Gurbax decided to learn computer skills and
English to help him in his job at the Gurdwara
library. While working in the library, Gurbax
found that when people borrowed books he
would get papers mixed up and he wanted to
learn computer skills to help. He has
completed an OCN entry-level qualification in
word-processing and can now log the loan of
books on the computer. He has been given full
responsibility for day-to-day running of the
library and he issues all health and safety
leaflets, produced on the computer, around the
Gurdwara and the community...

‘We need a structure that is flexible, responsive to individuals,
cumulative, progressive and success-based…Most access programmes
in FE are designed around these criteria. They are credit-based, and
offer locally-responsive curricula and quality assurance
arrangements, operating within national quality frameworks.
Students love them…Teachers love them…It works and it is time we
paid much more attention to the organisations that enable them, the
Open College Networks. OCN is one of the unsung successes of
FE…We would do well to plan our future curriculum strategies and
qualification ambitions on such a model.’
Colin Flint, Associate Director for FE, NIACE (TES, 2003)
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county boundaries and the eventual
establishment of the OCN South East
Midlands. 

Throughout the 1990s LOCN be -
came important in the development of
sev eral other OCNs – North East
Mid lands Open College Network
(NEMOCN), Buck inghamshire OCN
(also established by an LEA), North
Anglia OCN, Glou cestershire OCN and
Hampshire OCN. The strategic expan-
sion of its work beyond the Leicestershire
boundaries led to the decision to estab-
lish OCN South East Midlands
(OCNSEM) and a planned end for
LOCN in 1996. 

From its establishment by the LEA,
LOCN had led the way in many areas of
OCN development – it was the first
OCN to adopt the current OCN unit
format (some 18 months before it was

Local Education Authorities have
played a key role in the develop-
ment of OCNs. As well as the sig-

nificant contribution of the Inner
London Education Authority (ILEA) to
developments in London, in the 1980s
the LEA found mainstream funding for
the Manchester Open College Forum
(MOCF); and the South Yorkshire OCF
was supported by the Local Authorities
in Sheffield, Barnsley, Rotherham and
Doncaster. The story of how the OCN
South East Midlands came into being
illustrates something of the relationship
between LEAs and OCNs and the mix
of strategy and serendipity it includes. 

In 1990 Leicestershire LEA agreed a
proposal, from a small group of LEA
officers who had been involved with
NIACE in stimulating the development
of OCNs in the late1980s, to establish an
Open College Network. Leicester shire
OCN (LOCN) was the first to use the
name – existing ‘OCNs’ used the term
‘Fed era  tion’ – and, when it became the
10th member of NOCN in 1991, the
only one to be called an Open College
Network.

Peter Wilson, the first coordinator,
remembers that the establishment of the
Leicestershire OCN was seen as a great
step forward in the development of
OCNs nationally.

LOCN’s position as a potential
model for other LEA-led OCNs was
ended by the Government reforms of
1992, and specifically the removal of FE
colleges from LEA control. Fortunately,
these changes offered an opportunity
for expansion for LOCN beyond the
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adopted formally by NOCN); the first
OCN to develop rules of combination
for its Access to HE certificates; and one
of the first to establish an Accreditation
of Prior Learning (APL) procedure
leading to the award of credit.

By the time of its demise, LOCN’s
relationship with the LEA had changed
to a Service Level Agreement with the
Leicestershire Community Colleges and
Community Education Centres.

LEAs remain significant partners
within the OCNs in every region and
Family Learning is an area of growth for
a number of LEAs and OCNs: ‘Family
Learning is a significant part of our
business and the LEAs are key play-
ers’ (Carol Wadsworth Business Dev -
elop  ment Manager for OCNNER).

A number of LEAs in the North East
are among the partners who drew up the
Family Learning programme used
extensively in the region. It was devel-
oped by family learning practitioners
from Teesside and County Durham and
organised to fit the Every Child Matters:
Change for Children national outcomes
framework. Drawing on the expertise of
practitioners and OCN development
staff the programme is continually
develop ing to meet changing needs. The
range of units includes child develop-
ment, parenting skills, helping in
schools, dyslexia awareness and Family
Learning through Football Coaching, a
unit developed in partnership with
Sunderland AFC. 

An OCN regional programme, Every
Family Matters, has been specifically
developed as a result of increasing

aware ness of the importance of the fam-
ily as an agency of health promotion.
The programme brings together a range
of units which will support the aims of
current health initiatives, encourage
health agencies to work effectively to -
gether and encourage the sharing of
good practice in the attempt to meet
Government health targets.

OCN records show learner progres-
sion to further learning and employ-
ment – teaching assistants, workers with
Sure Start, and for some, teacher train-
ing and a career as family learning
tutors. The quality of the programmes
has been recognised in inspection – both
Middlesbrough and Darlington LEAs
were awarded a Grade 1 for Family
Learning. Local Authorities have played
a vital role in the history of OCNs
and they continue to be a significant
partner. �

Wendy Lambert

Wendy is a prolific OCN learner, having
achieved, over six years, a phenomenal 28 units
through the Regional Programme in Family
Learning and Development with Stockton Adult
Education service. Wendy, a single mum,
studied while working as a lunchtime supervisor
and classroom helper in her local primary
school. Her own experience at school was
unhappy and she left with no qualifications.
Now, though, ‘I felt good when I achieved my
first few units. I carry on because I know I can
do it’. Her family is immensely proud of her
achievements and her nephew is taking courses
with her: ‘if Aunty Wendy is doing it, I want to.’ 

Wendy with John Hogg, Chair of TROCN
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tion (SYOCF) also built links with the
world of work through an FEU-funded
OCNs and NVQs project. 

OCNs’ vocational portfolio gradually
expanded in member FE colleges in the
early 1990s. In the ‘real world’ of work,
however, progress remained painfully
slow and piecemeal. There were isolated
successes, like BCAF’s long-standing
connection with PGL, a leading adven-
ture and outdoor holiday company.
North Anglia OCN also engaged pro -
ductively with a number of local employ-
ers. However, these links were mainly
down to one or two key individuals buy-
ing enthusiastically into the idea of flexi-
ble accreditation.

More substantial successes from the
mid-1990s onwards were generally
achieved through partnership working
with key intermediary organisations.
This fitted neatly with OCNs’ long-
standing and deeply-embedded tradi-
tion of cross-sector collaboration. In
some areas OCNs hung onto the coat-
tails of aggressively-franchising FE col-
leges as they expanded student numbers
in vocational sectors. 

A few OCNs for g ed close links with
‘industry lead bodies’, developmental
agencies or with niche specialist training
companies. South Yorkshire and Hum -
berside Region (OCNSYHR, the suc-
cessor to SYOCF), for example,
built a close relationship with SITO,
the Security Industry body that set
standards and organised training oppor-
tunities for a largely transient and
under-skilled workforce. By 1999 over
75,000 security guards had completed

The early Open Colleges quickly
recognised the potential of using
OCN accreditation for work-

based learning. Their language was
employer-friendly from the very start.
Converting this rhetoric into reality,
however, proved more problematic. 

Not surprisingly, perhaps, given their
origins, the public sector provided the
OCNs’ first real successes in the work-
place. Learners on in-house local auth -
ority training schemes in Manchester,
Halton, Tameside and later Sheffield all
received Open College credits at various
times during 1985–8 period. Later in
the decade Black Country Access Fed -
era  tion (BCAF) in the West Midlands
organised seminars for local employers
on NVQs and OCN accreditation, while
South Yorkshire Open College Federa -

A programme developed by the TUC and accredited by OCNNER is helping to ensure
that firefighters have support and advice in lifelong learning opportunities for personal
development and career advancement

Chancellor of the Exchequer and local MP, Gordon Brown, presented the first
OCNNER Union Learning Representatives programme certificates at Level Three to
12 Fire Brigade Union members at Kirkcaldy Fire Station.
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OCN-accredited basic training. This
development led to one of NOCN’s key
current partnerships – with Skills for
Security (formerly SITO). To date over
180,000 people have attained one of the
licence-to-practise NOCN qualifications
developed in response to the require-
ments of the Private Security Act 2001.
Many of the successful candidates fit
exactly the profile of one of NOCN’s
main target group – learners with poor
previous educational experiences and
low initial qualifications. 

Public sector employees, including
many in the emergency services, re -
main ed the chief recipients of credits
from OCNs’ workplace learning portfo-
lio. Private sector workers also benefit-
ed. At various times Rolls Royce, Ford,
Nissan, Rover, and Peugeot all offered
OCN-accredited programmes. Most
were part of employee development ini-
tiatives, like the Springboard initiative in
1998, which offered workers in Birds
Eye Walls’ factories in Hull and Grimsby
the opportunity to access a range of per-
sonal and job-related training. 

Trade unions offered another point
of entry to the world of work. NUPE,
later subsumed within Unison, devel-
oped an innovative Return to Learn
programme in the early 1990s, in con-
junction with the WEA. Delivered
initially in the West Midlands and
accredited by BCAF, it was rolled out
nationally and offered new opportuni-
ties for low-paid workers to overcome
some of the educational barriers that
they faced because of gender or race.

After initial exploratory meetings, sig-

nificant OCN involvement with TUC’s
short courses began in 1996. This work
was initially led on behalf of NOCN by
OCNSYHR, then subsequently by
Teesside Region Open Col lege Network
(TROCN). The accredited portfolio
soon expanded to include a range of
health and safety, union and union
learning representatives programmes
and Access to HE options. 

A thorough evaluation by Elaine
Capizzi, of City University, London in
1999, found that the scheme had been
‘exceptionally successful’ and provided
a timely reminder of the power of ac -
credi tation. The development of nation -
al standardisation and moderation
arrangements further enhanced the
quality and coherence of the pro-
grammes, which became NOCN quali-
fications in 2001. By 2006 over 120,000
learners had been awarded credits on
the TUC programmes. As Liz Rees,
Head of TUC Education, says, ‘The
TUC/NOCN partnership is as old as
my daughter. In January 2006, we
celebrated ten years and a million
credits with a reception at the House
of Commons. Best wishes from
Unionlearn/TUC Education on your
25th anniversary, and we look forward
to achieving great things for trade union
learners during the next 25.’

NOCN’s experience in developing
flexible, credit-based qualifications, and
recent close links to a number of Sector
Skills Councils equip N/OCNs well
to contribute to the new Skills agenda
and meet the aspirations of the early
pioneers. �

‘SkillsActive has worked with
OCN/NOCN on several areas of
common interest.

Recent joint activity with NOCN
has developed a nationally-focussed
suite of qualifications, relevant to our
employers. We have recently completed
extensive research with employers and
analysed how skill needs can best be
met. High on the list are bite-sized
chunks of learning, and the opportunity
to recognise an individual’s
achievements and give credit where
it’s due.

We have been very pleased to do joint
work with NOCN. We are currently
partners in a test and trial to explore
how in-house company training
programmes in the outdoors can be
recognised. We have found NOCN to be
very helpful and knowledgeable in the
area of credit and we look forward to a
successful outcome of the project.

There is still much work to be done,
and so we hope that NOCN will be
around for at least 25 more years to help
achieve the demanding aspirations we
have set for workforce development in our
sector.’
John Thorpe, Head of Technical Standards
Unit, SkillsActive
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course first ran in Calderdale LEA in
West Yorkshire in the autumn of 1994.
Between then and the end of the aca-
demic year 2005/6 there were 1,408
courses across 88 LEA/CSAs which
enrolled 14,883 students. Formal evalu-
ation showed impressive evidence of
learner progression to jobs and further
education and training.

The learners engaged through
OCNs’ work with VCS organisations fall
into two main categories. First, ‘service
users’ attending accredited learning
activities provided by VCS organisa-
tions; and second, VCS organisations’
own staff and volunteers.  Together they
accessed a varied range of learning
activities and training courses – every-
thing from alcohol and drug awareness
to telephone helpline skills – whose
diversity is a testament to the creativity
and commitment of the staff involved. 

The underpinning values and devel-
opmental ethos of the early OCNs
owed much to their close ties with

voluntary and community sector organi-
sations. In South Yorkshire, an area with
a vibrant voluntary and community
sector (VCS), the OCF’s early portfolio
included a Playscheme Volunteers
Course in Rotherham; an Asian Gar -
ments Dressmaking and Design course
held at Sheffield Community Centre;
and a Management Committee Train -
ing course run by the community-based
Manor Training Resource Centre. All
supported the OCF’s declared aim to
‘increase opportunities for all groups in
society disadvantaged by traditional
educational provision’. 

The next generation of OCNs built
on this experience, as VCS organisations
increasingly used accreditation to en -
hance the status of their work and, cru-
cially, to give their students formal
recognition of achievement.  For exam-
ple, Tyneside OCF (TOCF), which was
established in 1991, attracted the bulk
of its registered learners from a strong
membership base in the voluntary and
community sector. Other new OCNs,
like those in the South West and in West
and North Yorkshire, rapidly developed
a portfolio of work with VCS organisa-
tions.

The Workers’ Educational Associa -
tion (WEA) became a crucial partner in
many areas. One of the most successful
examples of WEA/OCN partnership is
Helping in Schools, an accredited pro-
gramme for voluntary helpers in pri-
mary schools. The Helping in Schools

‘The WEA and OCNs were almost a
perfect match. OCNs at their best were
membership-based adult learning
networks, locally accountable and
committed to widening participation, as
well as being awarding bodies. This gave
them an ethos that was similar to the
WEA’s values. Where OCNs focussed
strongly upon community based learning,
as in the North East of England, a
sensitive and learner-friendly approach to
accreditation emerged that appealed to
WEA people.’ 
Nigel Todd, Regional Director, WEA North
East Region
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The rapid growth of work with vol-
untary and community sector organisa-
tions from the mid-1990s onwards owed
something to their close franchising
links with FE Colleges. It also reflected
greater awareness, on the part of OCNs
and VCS organisations alike, of the
potential for learning and skills develop-
ment in the ‘third sector’.  By 1998-9,
30 per cent of OCNs’ 3,100 member
organisations were from the voluntary
and community sector.

Among these members were a number
of high-profile national organisations and
major charities, who developed NOCN
national programmes. Examples included
the National Association of Citizens Ad -
vice Bureaux (NACAB), whose Certifi -
cate in Generalist Advice was accredited
by West and Norh Yorkshire Open
College Network (WNYOCN) in 1997
and the Mencap Learning Programme
accredited by South York shire and
Humber Open College Net work (OCN-
SYH) in 2002 and subsequently rolled-
out to all frontline care staff. Other key
partners for OCNs and NOCN included
Relate, Scope, Parent line Plus, Mediation
UK, the Duke of Edinburgh’s Award
Scheme, The Prince’s Trust, Save the
Children Fund, Youth Clubs UK, The
Big Issue North, and the Federation for
Com munity Development Learning.

The advent of the lottery-funded
Sharing Credit Project in 1998 signalled
a more strategic approach to work with
VCS organisations. Its legacy included
the establishment of successful VCS
consortia like those in the south-west of
England (Learning + in Devon and

Cornwall and the Learning Curve in
Wiltshire) and in a number of other
areas. The Project’s approach is now
embedded within the LSC Working
Together strategy and OCNs work with
the emerging Learning and Skill
Council (LSC)-facilitated VCS consor-
tia in various English regions

The essence of OCN work, however,
remained with small-scale local organi-
sations with relatively few learners or
full-time staff. Sometimes these re quired
significant encouragement or support to
meet course recognition and moderation
requirements. In return, though, they
ensured access to the very groups of
marginalised, first-step learners that
OCNs were set up to reach. It was often
through such organisations that OCNs’
twin aims, of access to learning and pro-
gression to new opportunities, were
most thoroughly realised. �

Martin

Following a troubled past which included
being bullied at school and nearly 20 years in
various prisons and on the streets, Martin
eventually moved to Plymouth and enrolled on
the Steady Work project offered by the
Shekinah Mission, a Christian charity working
with the homeless and vulnerable. The
programme, developed with OCNSWR,
combines personal development and
vocational training units. When he felt that his
confidence and motivation had grown enough
for him to consider employment, he was
referred onto the Ready for Work employability
programme run by Business in the Community.
He has since secured work with a construction
company. Martin found that the friendship,
support and flexibility he found at the
Shekinah Mission and the credit he gained
from his first units gave him the opportunity to
reassess his life and choose his future.

The Steady Work Project provides
construction training in Plymouth



2001 • Learning and Skills Act • National and Local LSCs established • ELWa established in Wales
• Wales: a Learning Country sets out Welsh Assembly Government education policy

2002 • Success for All • Employer Training Programmes established
2003 • SSCs begin to be formed • Credit and qualification framework in Wales • Wales – Common 

Credit Accord signed by five awarding bodies, including NOCN/OCN Wales
2004 • Further Education Means Business published in Northern Ireland • Publication of QCA 

Framework for Achievement consultation
2005 • QIA formed • Foster Report • LSC Priorities for Success: Funding for Learning and Skills
2006 • Train to Gain • White Paper – Raising Skills Improving Life Chances • Leitch Report
2007 • FE and Training Bill • LSC Delivering World Class Skills in a Demand-led System
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POLICIES OCN DEVELOPMENT NOCN DEVELOPMENT

1981 • Employment and Training Act
1982 • CE report From Policy to Practice
1983 • Youth Training Schemes begin
1984 • UDACE established
1984–1981 • REPLAN project

1986 • Job Training Schemes begin • Open Tech and Open College of the Air developments
1987 • National Council for Vocational Qualifications established
1988 • MSC becomes the Training Commission and then The Training Agency

• Education Reform Act
1989 • TECs established in England and Wales

1991 • UDACE merges with FEU
1992 • Further and Higher Education Act
1993 • FEU’s A Basis for Credit published
1994 • FEU merges with FE Staff College to become FEDA • Modern Apprenticeships introduced

• HEQC’s report Choosing to Change published (David Robertson) • Wales Credit and 
Modularisation project (later FE credit accumulation system CREDIS) starts unitisation 
process in Wales

1996 • Tomlinson Report
1997 • Kennedy Report • Dearing Report • Fryer Report commends work in Wales and calls for 

national credit framework
1998 • Green Paper, The Learning Age, published • In Wales, Green Paper on lifelong learning, 

Learning is for Everyone, proposed a single qualification framework for Wales based on  
unit and credit • Incorporation of colleges in Northern Ireland

1999 • Moser Report • Lifelong Learning: a New Learning Culture for All published in Northern 
Ireland

1981 • Manchester Open College Federation formed
1984 • Four Open Colleges created by Inner London Education Authority
1985 • South Yorkshire Open College Federation formed

1986 • Black Country Access Federation established • Merseyside OCF feasibility study
1988 • Formation of Merseyside Open College Federation
1989 • Four London Open Colleges merge as London Open College Federation
1990 • Leicestershire OCN formed within LEA • Western Counties Access Partnership formed  • South 

West Wales Open College and Access Consortium begins operation

1991 • North Wales Access Consortium becomes an OCN  • Tyneside Open College Federation formed
1992 • North East Midlands Access Partnership formed • Central Access Network formed (forerunner 

FAME) • West and North Yorkshire Access Network formed • South East Wales Access Consortium
formed

1993 • South West Access Federation formed • North Wales Access Consortium renamed North Wales 
Access and Credit Consortium

1994 • TROCN formed in Tees Valley • West Midlands Access Federation formed • Buckinghamshire OCN
• North Anglia OCN • Southern Access Federation joins with Sussex OCN to form South of England 

Accreditation Network, later South of England OCN • West Midlands Access Federation formed
1995 • OCN Cumbria and South West Scotland formed • OCN Northern Ireland formed

1997 • NEMAP renamed North East Midlands Open College Network • Leicestershire OCN renamed South 
East Midlands OCN • WCAP renamed OCN West • Wales Access Federation set up to co-ordinate 
the work of the OCNs in Wales • CAN becomes OCN for Central England

1998 • OCN North West Midlands formed
1999 • TROCN and OCNCSWS merge • TOCN and OCN Northumberland merge 
2000 • Welsh OCNs take over the work of WAF

2001 • South West Access Federation renamed OCN South West
2002 • Gloucestershire OCN and OCN West merge to form Western Region OCN
2004 • OCN Wales formed by merger of three OCNs
2005 • OCN mergers take place in England • New initial licences awarded by NOCN to nine English 

regional OCNs and Wales and Northern Ireland OCNs
2007 • All 11 OCNs have full licence from NOCN

1983 • NIAE seminar: Open College Federation development
1984 • A Manifesto for OCF produced

1986 • Open College seminar at Northern College • First meeting of NOCN • Merseyside Open 
College Federation • Black Country Open College Federation

1987 • First NOCN logo
1988 • UDACE Open College Networks project (to 1990)
1990 • National Credit Accumulation and Transfer Agreement signed

1991 • First NOCN AGM
1992 • OCN accreditation recognised for funding purposes
1993 • Dr Steve Wisher’s (Sheffield Hallam University) report on OCN progression published
1994 • OCNs adopt specifications of the FEU credit framework

1997 • Peter Wilson ‘seconded’ to NOCN as full-time development officer • First NOCN central office 
in University of Derby

1999 • NOCN incorporated as a company • Appointment of Carole Stott as Chief Executive
2000 • NOCN approved as a national awarding body by QCA, CCEA and ACCAC

2001 • NOCN credit-based qualifications on NQF and offered in provider organisations
2004 • Restructuring of national framework begins • SIA endorsement for NOCN security 

qualifications in England • Two reports by Warwick University, commissioned by LSC, 
evaluating the impact of OCN achievement • Karan Green takes over leadership of NOCN

2005 • Approval for suite of progression qualifications onto the NQF • Restructuring complete: nine 
English OCNs and Wales and Northern Ireland

2006 • NOCN participates in test and trials of QCA Qualifications and Credit Framework across the 
UK • NOCN and OCN Wales formally admitted as recognised bodies within CQFW • NOCN 
moves to Sheffield

2007 • NOCN gains approval from SQA for Security Industry qualifications in Scotland

The Diversity of Learning The Diversity of Learning
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in Liverpool supplied much energy and a
rigorous theoretical underpinning for
the OCN’s vision of a credit-based sys-
tem. The Open University’s experience
of credit and open access approaches
also benefited a number of OCNs.

Third, HEIs supplied essential re -
sources, often at little or no cost to the
OCNs. In both Liverpool and Man -
chester the Polytechnics were both sig-
nificant players and generous providers
of premises and in-kind resources.
Similarly Sheffield Polytechnic was a key
supporter of South Yorkshire Open
College Federation (SYOCF) and Wol -
ver hampton Polytechnic provided a base
for Black Country Access Federation
(BCAF). The pattern was comparable in
London where the ‘Open Colleges’ had
strong links to the metropolitan poly-
technics. OCNs also benefited from the
input of HE staff who, as panel members
and moderators, made a significant con-
tribution to the rigour of processes and
the interchange of curriculum ideas. 

At the beginning of the 1980s Access
courses were small-scale, relatively un -
known and distinctively local. A decade
later they were a routinely regarded
and nationally recognised part of the
architecture of further and higher educa-
tion. The higher profile and greater visi-
bility of Access owed much to the estab-
lishment in 1989-90 of national
arrangements for the recognition of
Access courses. These included the cre-
ation of Authorised Validating Agencies
(AVAs) under the aegis of the
Council for National Academic Awards
(CNAA) and the Committee of Vice-

The story of OCNs is inextricably
bound up with that of Access to
Higher Education. Many OCNs

started life as Access Federations, Net -
works or Partnerships. It would be mis-
leading, though, to portray the growth of
OCNs as a by-product or off-shoot of the
‘Access movement’. In Manchester both
OCN and Access structures were well-
defined before the first Access course was
submitted to a Course Recognition Panel
in 1983. In the Black Country the local
Access Federation, established in 1986,
rapidly extended the range of its interests
to include pre-Access and return-to-study.
In other places Access courses initially
flourished outside the orbit of an OCN or
with validation from other sources. 

Although they were one ‘interest’
among many, the contribution of higher
education institutions (HEIs) to early
OCFs was considerable. First, they acted
as invaluable underwriters of credibility.
Early OCNs traded on the reflected
kudos which HEIs brought them. The
urban Polytechnics were to the fore in
many areas. Indeed virtually everywhere
you look the fingerprints of what were to
become the ‘new universities’ are on
emerging OCNs. However, a number of
‘traditional’ universities, in clu ding future
members of the Russell Group, also pro-
vided strategic and practical support. 

Second, they were significant suppli-
ers of sound advice and intellectual
ballast for the young OCNs. This was
certainly the case in Manchester where
the HE representatives provided valu-
able strategic insights and a commitment
to a long-term vision. David Robertson

‘The Access route to Higher Education is
now so well embedded in the further
education psyche, it is difficult to
appreciate what an innovation the courses
were only 25 years ago. I was fortunate to
begin my teaching career as a part-time
teacher on both [the pioneering Fresh
Horizons and Threshold] programmes.
One of my colleagues on the Fresh
Horizons course in the early 1980s was
Charles Clarke, the maths tutor. He
eventually became Secretary of State for
Education… By the mid-1980s numbers
continued to grow. In response to the
demand, and with government
encouragement, courses, by this time
universally referred to as ‘Access’, were
being developed, mostly in FE Colleges but
also in the Adult Education Services.’
Linda Dicks (Access tutor and OCN worker)
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Chancellors and Principals (CVCP).
Eight OCNs were amongst the first

tranche of organisations to be recog-
nised as AVAs in 1990. Subsequently a
number of other AVAs, like the South of
England Access Federation (SAFE),
became, or merged with, credit-award-
ing OCNs. Carole Stott of the Central
Access Network (later Chief Executive
of London OCN and NOCN’s first
Chief Executive) led a project to convert
three AVAs to OCNs, She explained the
process as a ‘desire to offer a compre-
hensive accreditation service which is
responsive to the needs of learners and
providers’. This fitted in with a model of
‘deep access’ and multi-dimensional
progression articulated via the UDACE
Open College Networks Project. As Bev
Sand recalls, though, the process of con-
version was not always straightforward:

‘One of my first targets in this new
job was to ensure that the Auth orised
Validating Agency became an OCN in
the same way I had converted the Black
Country Access Fed era tion into an
OCN in the West Midlands. I suppose I
had thought it would be a similar task.
However I was to be proved spectacular-
ly wrong. The first meeting of the North
East Midlands Access Partner ship
(NEMAP) Board I attended was held in
a wood-panelled room, with a huge oak
table and enormous chairs, with oil
paintings of men (sic!) in robes and
mortarboards hanging proudly on the
walls. The membership was almost
entirely HE with a few rather anxious
FE colleagues at one end of the table.
“Validations” involved FE staff waiting

in draughty corridors while the HE
Board members passed judgement on
their Access courses. It took an enor-
mous amount of persuasion, cajoling,
arguing and plotting in dark corners to
change the balance of power, to ensure
that FE and other colleagues developed
the confidence to have a voice, and in
general to democratise the whole
process of decision-making within the
orga ni sa tion and work towards becom-
ing an OCN.’

OCN-accredited Access provision
continued to expand during the 1990s,
bolstered by strong FE-HE links, main-
stream funding and an increasing body
evidence that Access learners did as well
as, if not better than, other ‘non-tradi-
tional’ HE entrants. In 1999-2000, 23
out of 31 AVAs were OCNs; and over
37,000 students were registered on
Access courses, the majority of them on
OCN-accredited programmes. By
2004-5 the figure had grown to 41,600. 

For some OCNs Access to HE has
always formed a sizeable part of their
operation. For many OCNs, though,
Access to HE provides a relatively small
proportion of their overall learner regis-
trations. Nevertheless it remains a very
significant element in the totality of the
overall service provided by OCNs. Its
emblematic nature (demonstrating the
OCNs’ focus on widening participation
and progression); its strategic impor-
tance in providing a key interface with
FE and HE; and its national profile have
all been critical to the credibility and
success over the years of many networks
in all regions. �

‘Eve’

‘I had always felt there was more to me
than being a wife, mother and part-time
worker in care so I embarked on a
difficult decision in 1996 to apply for an
Access course with a local college.
Although I found myself being torn away
from my family and friends and my
inability to write structured sentences
this was a life-changing experience. The
support I encountered with specific
tutors was immeasurable and their
ability to support the whole class who in
turn supported each other. The tutors
supported and gave me a focus on my
true skills and abilities that had
previously been demoralised. Although a
cliché, I am the original Educating Rita
character…Going back to education
changed my life for the better...’
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qualification-rich. As Michael Sterne
noted perceptively in 1986, ‘The
Federation [MOCF] was most enthusi-
astically received by relatively junior
teaching staff and by basic education
students. Seniority seemed inversely
correlated with understanding.’

The Manchester experience of initial
growth through basic skills was not
replicated universally. Basic skills stu-
dents comprised just eight per cent of
registered learners in Merseyside in
1989–90. However, London Open Col -
lege Federation (LOCF) developed
innovative accreditation for English for
Speakers of Other Languages (ESOL)
provision through the Inner London
Education Authority’s (ILEA’s) Lan -
guage and Literacy Unit, and the young
OCN in South Yorkshire had active lit-
eracy and numeracy panels. An HMI
report on South Yorkshire Open College
Federation (SYOCF) in 1992 noted
how ‘the accreditation provided for
basic skills students has resulted in
enhanced confidence and motivation’.
Interestingly, one of the inspectors was
Mike Jutsum, the current Chair of
NOCN and Principal of Kensington
and Chelsea College.

Second-wave OCNs in the early
1990s had to compete with an alternative
source of ABE accreditation in the form
of ALBSU’s Wordpower and Number -
power. OCN accreditation, however,
continued to flourish. It offered signifi-
cant staff and curriculum development
opportunities through its forums and
practitioner groups, a more holistic cur-
riculum and a well-supported framework

The contribution of Adult Basic
Education (ABE) to the first
OCN cannot be over-estimated. It

was one of the key features that made
this Open College development distinc -
tive and innovative. The first recognised
courses and the first students to receive
Manchester Open College Federation’s
(MOCF’s) distinctive Study Passport
were all from the community-based
ABE sector. By February 1984 ABE
provision contributed nearly 40 per cent
of recognised courses and over half of
registered students. 

This contribution was not coinciden-
tal. MOCF’s instigators had consciously
sought to expand the boundaries of
what an Open College comprised. The
securing of Adult Learning and Basic
Skills Unit (ALBSU) funding, and the
appointment of John Sanders as a sec-
ond Development Officer in April 1982,
brought a vibrant basic skills sector
within the orbit of the nascent OCF. 

The creative engagement of ABE
workers with the new venture had a pro-
found influence on MOCF’s develop-
ment. It broadened the concept of a
course, suggested how to accredit different
levels or types of learning within the same
course, and led to the tentative articula-
tion of the idea of ‘notional study time’. 

Basic skills students were also over-
whelmingly positive. For many it was
the first time that formal recognition of
achievement had been offered or attain -
ed. Their engagement revealed in very
stark and moving terms the motivational
power and popularity of formal certifi-
cation – a factor often ignored by the

‘For the first time, I feel, there is an
appropriate way of assessing students’
learning within Adult Basic Education.
Open College Federations give credit for
learning and progress – irrespective of
starting point.’
Judy Hennessy, Tutor Adult Education
Centre, South Yorkshire (1989)
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for quality assurance. With the adoption
of the Further Education Unit’s credit
specification in 1994 a number of OCNs
– like those in Lon don, Central England
and West and North Yorkshire – ratio-
nalised units and developed cross-net-
work regional programmes.

OCN certification remained a popu-
lar and valued form of accreditation for
many basic skills learners throughout
the decade. OCNs were extremely suc-
cessful in reaching groups of learners
identified as having poor basic skills.
Over a third of the million-and-a-half
credits issued in 1999-2000 were at
Entry Level and Level One, the majority
awarded to learners on basic skills and
Students with Learning Disabilities and/
or Difficulties (SLDD) programmes.

The development of the Skills for
Life strategy and the roll-out of a core
curriculum following the publication of
the Moser Report in 1999 marked a
watershed. OCNs’ principled initial
decision to reject testing eroded their
position, as target-driven funding began
to bite and OCNs lost ground to new
providers of basic skills qualifications.
The popularity of OCN accreditation
among learners and practitioners was
not sufficiently influential to have an
impact on the decisions of funding man-
agers in colleges. 

OCNs, nevertheless, maintained
their reputation for innovation and
responsiveness. The OCN in Teesside,
for example, helped the local Wildlife
Trust to embed literacy and numeracy
units in an accredited ‘Environmental
Skills for All’ programme. Meanwhile

OCN Kent and Medway developed a
programme to enhance numeracy skills
through skateboarding.

OCNs also contributed significantly
to the roll-out of the Skills for Life strat-
egy through involvement in initiatives to
develop the capacity of the voluntary
and community sector and to support
the training of volunteers and tutors.
OCN North West Midlands developed a
Workplace Basic Skills Mentoring and a
learning programme to assist volun-
teers. In 2004 the Open College for
Central England (OCNCE) developed
Level 4 professional development units
in collaboration with the Basic Skills
Agency and the University of Warwick.

Meanwhile, at the national level,
NOCN built on established regional
programmes to develop its distinctive
unitised and credit-based Entry Level
literacy and numeracy qualifications
and ESOL qualifications. It also worked
with Exam on Demand, to provide
access to Level 1 and 2 online tests in
Adult Literacy and Numeracy. In addi-
tion a range of new NOCN qualifica-
tions such as the Qualifications for
Progression provided the context for
Skills for Life development through an
embedded approach to delivery. 

NOCN and OCNs’ role in promo -
ting innovative and non-stigmatising
approaches to the improvement of basic
skills can be traced back to the very
first OCN in Manchester. The develop-
ment of credit-based national qualifica-
tions marks the latest stage of a long
journey.  �

Dawn Trigg ALW individual award winner
South West region 2006 

‘Taking my son, George, to school one day his
teacher called me into the classroom, took my
hand and asked was I doing anything this
morning. My reply was just the same old routine
– go home, tidy up, etc.,’ said Dawn. ‘To this
answer she said, “why not try this instead, it
will help George”. I didn’t know where I was
going but soon found out I was doing a
numeracy class with other parents.’

That was the start of a very rewarding learning
journey for Dawn. She has since undertaken
literacy and numeracy at level 2, an NVQ for
Learning Support Workers, a level 2 in Adult
Learning Support and an OCN qualification in
Family Learning. At the time of starting these
courses Dawn was working in a supermarket
but wanted something more fulfilling. Now she
organises and runs a mobile crèche, delivers
family learning sessions and helps out in the
classroom.
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OCN accreditation more strategically.
Claire’s story (opposite) provides a vivid
illustration of this trend. 

Second, beyond the school gates, a
variety of organisations have used OCN
accreditation for their work with young
people thought to be ‘disengaged’ or in
danger of being marginalised. Voluntary
and community organisations and local
authority youth services have been par-
ticularly prominent here. A number of
the first accredited programmes focused
on work preparation and what were then
called ‘life and social skills’. However, a
diverse range of providers soon used
OCN accreditation to create a swathe of
imaginative programmes aimed at
young disengaged learners reluctant to
participate in traditional school learn-
ing. A recent example is the ‘Intro duc -
tion to Angling and the Environment’
programme developed by OCN East
Midlands Region in partnership with

The accreditation of young people’s
learning, both in and out of school,
has been a significant feature of

OCNs’ work since at least 1984-5, when
Manchester Open College Federation
(MOCF) piloted a credit transfer agree-
ment with the Manchester Assess ment
Development Unit’s (ADU) modular
‘alternative curriculum’ scheme. The lat-
ter shared many of the aspirations of the
Nottinghamshire Diploma scheme.

The volume and proportion of work
with younger learners has varied between
OCNs. In some areas, particularly in the
south of England, it has comprised a sig-
nificant element within the OCN’s port-
folio. In the East Midlands, the new
Leicestershire OCN (established in
1990) was physically located in a middle
school and developed close links with the
Leicester City Cluster, an innovative
partnership of schools and colleges. This
connection provided the foundation for
NOCN’s first QCA-accredited qualifica-
tion – in Careers Education and Pre -
paration for Working Life. 

OCNs’ work with young people has
comprised a number of different strands.
First, in its direct engagement with
schools and their pupils, the focus has
generally been on under-achieving
cohorts, curriculum enrichment and the
provision of additional studies. Enthu -
siastic teachers within participating
schools have particularly valued the flexi-
bility and responsiveness of OCN
accredi tation. More recently, local
authority-led initiatives in areas like peer
mentoring, behaviour improvement and
pupil attainment have started to use
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the National Federation of Anglers. 
Strategic links with national youth

organisations in the late 1990s saw the
creation of some more comprehensive
framework programmes. In Wales the
country’s Youth Agency developed the
broad-based ‘Young Person’s Pro -
gramme’ in conjunction with the South
East Wales Access Consortium (later
SEWOCN). The Youthtrain 2000 proj-
ect, first approved by West and North
Yorkshire OCN in 1997, adopted a sim-
ilarly comprehensive approach and was
developed into a national programme
two years later. The resulting framework
of units promoted the development of
individual young people through service
to the community and a focus on organ-
isational and communication skills. 

Third, OCN accreditation was
increasingly used with young vocational
learners in FE colleges. MOCF’s
5,000th learner in 1986 was a 17-year-
old hairdresser on a Youth Training
Scheme (YTS) course in a Bolton FE
College. Then, as now, younger learners
without a strong grounding in basic
skills faced real challenges in reaching
even the first rung of the vocational
qualifications ladder. Sheffield College
addressed this issue in the late 1990s by
developing a comprehensive pro-
gramme of OCN units at Entry and
Level 1. This hit the mark in terms of
student need, but did not always press
the correct funding buttons.

Others went further. In 1998
Newham College unveiled the Newham
College Access Diploma programme –
an OCN-accredited framework of over

900 units at Level 2 and below, leading to
an overarching qualification. ‘NewCad’
was a massive success. Although not
designed exclusively for young people,
the programme made a dramatic impact
on their retention, achievement and pro-
gression. The Newham model was
endorsed by Mike Tomlinson, but not
fully replicated in the government pro-
posals which followed his Report.

The Nottinghamshire Diploma ini-
tiative led by Brett Kerton (formerly
development worker with SYOCF and
Co-ordinator of NEMOCN) is a credit-
based achievement framework, designed
to enhance the curriculum, increase
opportunities, recognise young people’s
achievement and promote progression
into higher levels of education, training
or employment. Like the Newham ini-
tiative, it provides a vivid illustration of
the broader applicability of the OCN
approach in seeking to tackle persistent
under-participation and under-achieve-
ment. It is to be hoped that this experi-
ence, and the OCN legacy, will have an
impact on the architecture and ethos of
the new 14–19 Diplomas. �

Claire Higginson 

Claire Higginson, aged 16, from St. Ann’s,
Nottingham, has come on in leaps and bounds
since enrolling at People First. 

Claire was referred by the Virtual Pupil Referral
Unit, part of the Alternative Provision Service.
She had an interest in childcare so was
enrolled onto the e4e Health and Social Care
programme. In the words of her support
worker, “Claire’s attendance at school had
been erratic but her attendance on the e4e
programme was nearly 100%...Claire has
been a complete star, achieving 10 OCNs,
whilst completing her Adult Literacy,
Numeracy and IT qualifications, as well as
completing a range of other vocational
qualifications and a personal project.”

Claire was presented with the Nottinghamshire
Diploma award – the first person in
Nottingham to receive this new award. Claire
has now progressed on to the e2e Childcare
Programme and would eventually like to work
with children. 

Worldwrite Volunteer Centre East London,
ALW Opening Doors Winner, 2004

This is a free, youth-led film facility and
training programme which harnesses young
people's interests, aspirations and experiences.
It pioneers youth-made films with a local and
global edge and offers a non-traditional
educational activity with a 20-week training
programme, running two nights a week. 

Providing Open College Network accreditation,
young people are offered the opportunity to
develop many transferable skills from script-
writing to working with digital cameras; from
budgeting to editing; and from producing to
writing.

As well as learning new skills, the film aspect
of the programme means that young people
can also express their concerns about local
and global justice and have fun, too.
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Teesside Region Open College Network
(TROCN). It continued to offer a route
into HE for many women without other
formal qualifications.

There are a number of ways in which
OCN accreditation has contributed to
women’s education over the past 25
years:
● By accrediting women-only provision
or provision that is specifically for the
needs of women.
● By designing Quality Assurance struc-
tures to ensure that women’s needs are
addressed in terms of course hours,
crèche provision and positive attitudes in
course delivery and materials.
● By offering accreditation for women at
all levels of need, for different stages of
life. 
● By accrediting specific provision to
move women into non-traditional areas of
study or work. The unit approach allows

Women have always played a
significant role in OCN histo-
ry and women’s education has

been a vibrant strand in the OCN offer
from the beginning. The early develop-
ments in non-traditional routes to high-
er education and return-to-learn provi-
sion included a number of programmes
primarily for women, such as Fresh
Horizons and New Opportunities for
Women, which became OCN accredit-
ed units and programmes. In the 1980s,
MOCF established a women’s panel
and accredited a number of women-
only programmes. It received a grant
from the NIACE REPLAN scheme to
produce a series of profiles of unem-
ployed women students following
MOCF-accredited courses – the publi-
cation, Something For Me, was launched
in 1986 during the Women’s Training
Show, sponsored by the Equal Oppor -
tunities Commission.

The history of a number of OCNs
includes a significant women-only offer,
such as the Fresh Start for Women and
Women Moving On in Northern Ire -
land. The first programme accredited by
SYOCF through the Women’s Panel, in
1988, was Women’s DIY at Chesterfield
College. Organisations like the Bridge
Project for Women in Washington (Tyne
and Wear), added OCN-accredited pro-
vision as their pioneering work devel-
oped. When HE funding for community
provision changed in the 1990s, the
longstanding University of Leeds NOW
programme was transformed successful-
ly into an OCN programme, in partner-
ship with Middlesbrough College and
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women to build up skills in small blocks
of learning, with certification along the
way to help with motivation and to boost
confidence and a sense of achievement. It
enables women to move onto achieving
full vocational qualifications such as
NVQs. A good example of this is the
Sheffield College Women’s Construction
Course – which recently celebrated its
15th anniversary and is running more
courses than ever. Participants range from
17 years old to 63 but the main bulk of
women are between 25 and 35. Most are
unemployed, with few formal qualifica-
tions, and many are parents and single
parents. As quoted in their ten-year
report, ‘The Women’s Workshops pro-
vide quality training to women, in a
well-equipped, women-only setting,

as part of an established construction
section within a further education
college’. The staff at Sheffield College
believe that ‘the main advantages of
OCN accreditation are the fact that
students can achieve at their own
pace, and there are no exams. The
course has allowed women to pro -
gress into further training, employ-
ment and Higher Education’. 
● By providing accreditation for women
from minority ethnic groups, where
women-only provision is a culturally-sen-
sitive option. An example of this is the
work with the South Yorkshire Women’s
Development Trust, supporting projects
such as the LAI-IN, the Chinese
women’s pro ject and AWAAZ, the Asian
women’s project. �

Jane

Fifteen months ago, Jane joined the North Hull
Women’s Centre, Willow, which has been
running for 11 years and welcomes 500
women through the doors each year. Jane is
one of the 150 who achieve accreditation, two
thirds of whom are new to adult learning. Jane
had low self-esteem, found eye contact,
speech and relationships with others difficult.
Learning in a small group, where she was able
to build relationships at her own pace and
grow in confidence, she achieved three Credits
at Level Two in Volunteer Training. After
another nine months she achieved 3 credits in
Assertiveness at Level One and Interview
Skills. The Centre has close links with HE
institutions in Hull – in particular Hull
University – and eventually Jane felt confident
enough to apply for a place on a science
degree course at the University, and she is now
in her first year. The worker who supported her
at the Centre said that OCN accreditation was
flexible and learner-centred and that allowed
Jane to achieve and progress

Shirley Layne, Adult Learners’ Week individual
award winner, Eastern region 2004 

After having a child Shirley felt isolated and
excluded from the ‘adult world’, having once
been quite an active member of the
community. Shirley’s first step back into
education was finding a centre with childcare
and attending an OCN confidence-building
course for women, which re-affirmed her
existing skills and qualities and enabled her to
see a career pathway. Following this course
Shirley has studied basic beauty care,
community work skills, Tai Chi and first aid for
the under-8s, to name but a few. 

Councillor Conquest presenting the 5000th Open College Passport to Alayne Morris,
June 1986
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life after release. Most of this piecemeal
developmental work relied on the
enthusiasm and commitment of individ-
uals within prison education depart-
ments, rather than being part of a con-
sidered strategy by either OCNs or the
Prison Service.

This position began to change in the
mid-1990s when, with NOCN formally
established, more strategic links began
to be made with the Prison Education
Service. One outcome was the pioneer-
ing Social and Life Skills national pro-
gramme, developed by the Prison Ser -
vice in collaboration with OCNs in
London and Central England. The gra -
dual roll-out of the programme across
‘the prison estate’ was supported by
joint staff development and regular
national co-ordinating meetings. Over
55,000 learners achieved credits on the

When prisoners set fire to the
over-crowded HMP Man -
chester in April 1990 one of

the unintended consequences was the
destruction of an innovative OCN-
accredited project. SOLO (the Strange -
ways Open Learning Operation) had
provided open learning and supported
cell-based tuition for prisoners unable
to get release to attend mainstream
classes. 

Manchester Open College Federa tion’s
(MOCF’s) presence in a prison setting at
that time was by no means unique. The
Unit for the Development of Adult and
Continuing Education (UDACE) Pro -
ject’s Networks News in January 1990
records prison-related activity in Mersey -
side (Walton), South Yorkshire (Lind -
holme), London (Pen ton  ville) and the
Black Country (Drake Hall and Sudbury-
Foston). MOCF had already accredited a
number of Basic Skills, ‘Life Skills’ and
Practical Skills courses developed by staff
at Styal Women’s Prison as early as 1986. 

These programmes generally sought
to use the flexibility and portability of
OCN accreditation to address some of
the perennial problems of organising edu -
cation and training in a prison setting.
The OCNs’ emphasis on short mod u lar
programmes fitted a context where regu-
lar attendance could not be guaranteed
and prisoners might be moved at short
notice. Staff and learners responded posi-
tively to programmes in which credits
could be accrued incrementally.

The early accredited provision focus -
ed mainly on practical vocational skills
and on social skills to prepare people for

‘The NOCN qualifications tend to be
appropriate to prisoners who are often in
prison for a short time and have had poor
experience of formal education.’ 
Anthony Harris, Education Development
Officer, HM Prison Service 
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programme between 2001 and 2006. 
The OCN approach had many ad -

vantages for learners. They were able to
achieve the outcomes in stages and claim
OCN credit on completion of individual
units. The OCN credit awards were tan-
gible and transferable. They could be
carried forward on the learner’s OCN
credit record and accumulated towards
full NOCN qualifications. With the
develop ment of OCNs’ systems and a
consistent offer available in all custodial
establishments, learners were increasing-
ly able to continue with a programme of
learning wherever they were located.
Learners moving from one establish-
ment to another could be tracked and
their achievement records maintained.

Other NOCN National Programmes
developed at the request of the Prison
Service included the Arts Programme
and the Health and Fitness Programme.
These enabled offenders to experience
learning and gain recognition in areas
that are known to be effective in trans-
forming behaviour. Similar intentions
lay behind the ‘Car Crime Awareness’
programme, a joint initiative between
the Prison Service, Nissan and the Am -
bu lance Service accredited by Open
Col lege Network of Central England
(OCNCE) in 1998. In all over 345,000
credits were awarded to learners in pris -
on on NOCN National Pro grammes
between 2001 and 2006.

The roll-out of these National Pro -
grammes from the late 1990s onwards
was complemented by increased activity
between individual prisons and local
OCNs. Open College Network of South

Yorkshire and Humberside Region
(OCNSYHR), for example, was working
with eight prisons in its region in 1998.
An extensive range of accredited provi-
sion was developed in many curriculum
areas to address skills gaps. A number of
OCNs also cemented already close links
with the main prison education contract
holders (chiefly FE Colleges).

Outside of prisons, OCNs continued
to work with a number of organisations
and programmes targeted at offenders.
NACRO (the National Association for
the Care and Rehabilitation of Offend -
ers) Education had been an early user of
MOCF accreditation in the 1980s and a
number of NACRO programmes con-
tinued to offer OCN accreditation in a
variety of locations. SOVA used OCN
accreditation for its Basic Skills,
Volunteer Mentor and Peer Research
courses. A variety of OCN-accredited
programmes and NOCN qualifications
were also delivered in community envi-
ronments through probation services.

NOCN’s ability to offer local and
regional responsiveness within a national
system has remained a major attraction
for a diverse and closely monitored sec-
tor. NOCN has worked closely with
both DfES and HM Prison Service
through the Offenders’ Learning and
Skills Unit (formerly PLSU). OCNs’
flexible and credit-based offer and
NOCN’s track record of successful cur-
riculum and qualifications development
for offender learning remain a potent
and attractive mix for the new era of the
Offender Learning and Skills Service
(OLASS). �

Eileen Mascoll, Adult Learners’ Week
individual winner, 2005 (nominated by York
College)

Eileen’s first career was in the entertainment
business as a singer. She also worked in the
clerical field but during that time realised she
did not have any qualifications. To counter this
she took the opportunity to further her
education and study computing while serving
a prison sentence. Although Eileen had limited
access to any learning resources at the prison,
which made studying difficult, she still
managed to complete numerous courses
successfully, including a WNYOCN Access to
HE course in Information Technology, which
led to her gaining an entry to a BTEC Higher
National Diploma in Computing. Eileen has
acquired 25 certificates that show her
achievements and they have helped her find
full-time employment. Eileen also finds time
for voluntary work in her local community
assisting to care for retired nuns at the local
Convent.
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Barry College

The college offers a series of OCN units written
with the airline industry in mind. It means a
high success rate among students, and airlines
coming to the college to recruit staff they know
will have the skills they need. 
“The whole course has been designed
following discussions with the airline industry
and is tailor made to fit their needs, giving our
students a head start when it comes to getting
the jobs they want,” said course lecturer Alun
Ackerman. 

The course is broken down into OCN units,
covering the Airline Industry, Cabin Crew at
Work, Health and Safety, First Aid and
Customer Care; and because it’s OCN
accredited, the college can run it to coincide
with the airlines’ recruitment drives. 
“Many airlines now contact the course team at
the college to let us know when recruitment
events are taking place for their airline, and
asking specifically for our students to be
referred on,” said Alun. 

Students are taught through a variety of
traditional lectures, plus practical sessions,
role-play and visits to airlines. Guest speakers
from the airline industry also help to build
knowledge – and links to where the jobs are. 
Because OCN credit based learning is so
flexible, extra units like Numeracy for Air
Travel, a language and Swimming can be
added in. Of the 20 that start the course, most
go on to a career in the airline industry,
whether as cabin crew or ground crew at an
airport, both in Wales and across the world. 

Council for Wales. The framework, as in
Northern Ireland, includes provision in
FE and HE with a vision similar to that
of the OCN, to support the develop-
ment of an inclusive society, to assist in
removing barriers to progression, to
promote recognition of skills to support
economic growth and offer parity of
achievement for all learners.

OCN Wales is currently involved in
testing the application of credit to
community development standards,
offender learning and recognising wider
learning in the 14–19 arena.

Like all our partners, OCN Wales has
been successful in promoting credit not
for its own sake but because it has
proved a robust mechanism to recognise
learner achieve ment and assist learner
progression. Processes and systems have
evolved to meet external needs, but the
strength of the network in Wales and
elsewhere remains the collaboration of
skilled practitioners across the diverse
range of organisations that use OCN
accreditation. �

Although OCN Wales is only two
years old there is a long history of
working together on the credit

agenda in Wales since 1990. The vision
of the OCN is to remain the first choice
for credit in Wales. 

South West Wales was one of the orig-
inal OCNs to sign the Credit Accumu -
lation and Transfer Agreement in the
early 1990s and the Wales Access Forum
was instrumental in setting up Auth -
orised Validating Agency (AVA) activity
in Wales working with the Wales Access
Unit and the OCN collaboratively.

The Wales Credit and Modularisa -
tion Project (later CREDIS) introduced
unitisation to Wales ahead of England in
1993 and was a significant development
for the FE sector to use credit to under-
pin other qualifications to broaden
learner achievement.

The Credit and Qualifications Frame  -
work for Wales (CQFW) was established
in 2003 to take forward a credit brief for
the funding council and regulator (now
part of the Welsh Assembly Government)
and the Higher Education Funding
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In the heady afterglow of football
“coming home”, best remembered
up here for Uri Geller moving the

ball as Scotland were about to equalise,
came an altogether less likely scenario –
the stirrings in the North for an Open
College Network of our very own. In
September 1996, Ian Perry of Stevenson
College called a meeting of those col-
leges who provided TUC education
courses in Scotland. When the invite
arrived in my college, some less-than-
fully informed senior manager decided
that since the invite had “Open” in the
title it must be something to do with
open learning, so yours truly was
despatched to attend! Despite this
inauspicious beginning the initiative
quickly gathered momentum and we
were granted Associate Membership of
NOCN, linking with the Teesside net-
work for our initial support. 

Fast-forward to 9 December 1997 and
your trusty correspondent proudly took
the platform as the Chair of the OCN
Scotland Steering Committee to an noun -
ce the launch of OCN Scotland to the
great and the good gathered in the grand
surroundings of Edinburgh City Cham -

bers. The speakers were Professor Bob
Fryer, Peter Wilson and a certain Karan
Green – wonder what happened to her?
Anyway, successful as the launch
appeared to be, there was no rapid
increase in membership and in January
1998 the Steering Committee agreed to
link formally with Cumbria and SW
Scotland OCN and subsequently bene-
fited from the expertise of Malcolm
Carson in trying to develop our fledgling
network. However, despite a great degree
of commitment and hard work over the
following months it became apparent
that, with SQA as the dominant accredi-
tation and awarding body in Scotland,
there was no sustainable future for OCN
Scotland. We therefore wound up our
organisation and reverted to the status
quo with OCNCS servicing the existing
programmes across Scotland.

With hindsight it was always going to
be difficult as the learning landscape in
Scotland was and remains radically dif-
ferent to that in England, Wales and
Northern Ireland. Personally I have very
happy memories of the whole experi-
ence, making good friends in Peter,
Karan and Malcolm and thoroughly

OCN Scotland 1996–1999: a personal reflection

enjoying the two NOCN conferences I
attended just outside Melton Mowbray
and somewhere near Grantham. Profes -
sionally I learned a lot during that time
and I have enormous respect for what
NOCN and each of the networks have
achieved for learners. Chair, OCN Scot -
land, 1996–1999 sits proudly on my CV
still, and I congratulate all of you on
reaching this milestone.

Here’s to your next 25 years –
slainthe! �

Gordon Craigie
Chair, OCN Scotland, 1996–1999
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Peace, reconciliation
and accreditation:
Northern Ireland

The Diversity of Learning

Campus in Belfast. The University was
an important supporter and mentor of
the OCN and provided this office free of
rent from 1995 until August 2004. The
Department of Education, as it was
then, provided match funding for the
European funds. Further practical sup-
port was also sought from ‘across the
water’ in Liverpool. NIOCN was for-
mally launched in Cookstown (Mid-
Ulster) in May 1995 and Annie Moore
was appointed the OCN’s first Director
later the same year.

The first recognition panels had been
held in late 1994. Accredited courses
included: Read to Succeed, a pro-

Marie McClarnon was just one of
the learners featured when
North ern Ireland OCN

(NIOCN) celebrated its tenth anniver-
sary in 2005. The event in Belfast Castle
was a significant landmark for the
organisation, its learners and its com-
mitted group of workers, activists and
supporters. Political and structural dif-
ferences and the broader cultural con-
text meant that an OCN in Northern
Ireland was always going to be distinc-
tive. Serving a population of approxi-
mately 1.6 million, Northern Ireland is
now by far the smallest OCN region
within NOCN. When it became a full
member in 1996, though, it was the first
national OCN and an important sym-
bolic signifier of NOCN’s coming of age
as a mature, multi-faceted and multi-
national organisation. 

It developed at a time of great uncer-
tainty in the province, following the
ceasefire announced by a number of
paramilitary organisations in autumn
1994. Many years of civil unrest had
contributed to lower levels of adult par-
ticipation in learning than in other UK
regions. Research carried out by the
Belfast Education and Library Board
(BELB) in 1993-4 revealed a large vol-
ume and wide range of provision that
was not accredited. Unsurprisingly,
there was a positive response to the
OCN idea from providers across the vol-
untary community and statutory sectors.

Plans were quickly drawn up and ini-
tial European funding was used to
employ a small staff cohort and set up
an office in the University of Ulster’s

‘In those heady days OCNs were driven
by a strong philosophy of collaboration and
the embryonic network in Northern
Ireland was allocated a mentor,
Merseyside Open College Federation
(MerOCF). Teresa Bergin was then
Director of MerOCF and she and her staff
supported the OCN in Northern Ireland
in the process of becoming a fully-fledged
OCN. John Sanders and Jenny
Sanderson, who were development officers
at Merseyside at the time, visited us
frequently to support us with our early
forays into the world of recognition panels.’
Annie Moore, Chief Executive,
Open College Network, Northern Ireland,
speaking in 2007 A participant in a family learning

programme accrediting storysacks
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gramme for parents; Fresh Start for
Women, a programme which facilitated
women’s progression into higher educa-
tion; Women Moving On, a programme
based in local communities which en -
couraged women to participate in learn-
ing following years of civil strife; and a
Community Tutor Training Pro gramme
for the Workers’ Educa tional Association
(WEA). This list reveals some thing of the
community-based and grass-roots nature
of much of the OCN’s work.

From the very start the OCN saw
itself as making an important contribu-
tion to social cohesion in this region.
Many accredited programmes were tar-
geted at building communities and sup-
porting people to tackle problematic
issues within their own communities.
Issues such as understanding cultural
diversity, conflict resolution, peace build-
ing, community advice and drugs aware-
ness were all addressed within OCN pro-
grammes. 

In part this reflected the main
sources of the OCN’s funds. Over a
period of ten years the OCN was gener-
ously supported with European funds
targeted at creating a more peaceful and
prosperous society in Northern Ireland.
As Annie Moore has noted, without the
availability of European funds, ‘the
OCN in Northern Ireland would not
exist’. But it also reflected the interests
and commitments of staff and support-
ers; and the genuine needs of the region. 

Without the lucrative and prestigious
Access to HE work that was the staple of
many English OCNs, and subject to dif-
ferent policy imperatives and timeta-

bles, NIOCN had to carve out a distinc-
tive niche. Numbers grew steadily year-
on-year – from 40 learner registrations
in 1995 to a cumulative total of over
140,000 in 2006. Two years earlier the
OCN had re-located from the
University of Ulster to new premises on
the outskirts of Belfast. Now entirely
dependent on its own ability to generate
income from its products and services,
this move symbolised the OCN’s new
independent image.

The OCN’s roots, though, remain
strong, bolstered by considerable conti-
nuity among key staff, moderators and
supporters. Its commitment to its core
values and key target groups – and its
singular achievement in surviving and
prospering – was fittingly marked at the
tenth anniversary celebration. �

Marie McClarnon

Marie enrolled for her first OCN Course in
2000 at the Falls Women’s Centre. This
programme, called Women Progressing, was
provided by Belfast Women’s Training
Services, and was one of the very first courses
that NIOCN accredited. This course had a
dramatic effect on her life. Her confidence and
self-esteem increased enormously and her
taste for learning was insatiable.

In 2001 she did a Steps to Excellence course
and a course in English Literature. Not
stopping to take breath, she took a Diploma in
Foundation Studies in 2002 and in September
2004 enrolled on an HNC Business Studies
Programme. Marie now intends to carry on
with her studies at the University of Ulster and
do a degree in Business-related studies.

Inaugural meeting of OCN Northern
Ireland, May 1995



Winners of the Adult Learners’ Week 
Open College Network (OCN) 25th Anniversary Awards 2007
These unique anniversary awards were made to outstanding and inspiring learners.

National winner
Laura Hudson lost all interest 
in education for a number of 
years in her quest to become a 
professional rock climber. However, 
Laura decided to revisit her lifelong ambition
to become a vet and successfully completed
the Access Science programme at Telford
College of Arts and Technology which enabled
her to secure offers to read 
veterinary medicine at two universities:
Liverpool and Cambridge.

London Region 
David Maguire was expelled 
at 15 years old after his school 
failed to recognise that he suffers 
from dyslexia and dyspraxia was not picked
up until years later. He became drug- and
alcohol-dependent until an assessment that
changed the course of his life. David is now
studying part-time for a degree in Criminology
and Sociology at the University of
Westminster.

East Midlands Region
Steve Lowe has overcome a 
life-time of hurdles. Born with 
congenital amputation to both 
arms and legs, Steve faced bullying 
throughout his school years and 
wasn’t able to benefit from any learning 
until he became an adult. Steve’s learning is 
still ongoing and he is using his skills to 
ensure others benefit from his 
education.

South West Region 
Richard Perry ended up living rough on the 
streets of Plymouth after a medical discharge 
from the Royal Marines. When Richard moved 
from the street to a night shelter he realised 
that he had to do something to break the 
cycle he was in. It was his determination to 
sort himself out that made Richard take the 
step of returning to learning. Richard gained 
his Diploma in plastering and made such an
impression on the tutors that he was offered a
job working in the training centre.

North East Region
Philip Scott’s harrowing 
adolescence left him suffering 
from Post Traumatic Stress Disorder.
Two years ago Philip was overweight 
and depressed but has now achieved 
13 qualifications, lost 9 stones in weight and 
became a role model to everyone who meets him.
Philip’s accomplishments have given him the 
confidence to become a volunteer which was 
recently recognised with a prestigious Mark Rolfe
Award for outstanding achievements in the 
community.

North West Region 
With no qualifications and homeless,
Martin Eastcroft robbed to fund his drug
habit. In jail he completed rehabilitation
and counselling, with 41 credits. Now
he will do a psychology degree at
St Martin’s College, Carlisle: ‘Adult
learning is invaluable...without it
I’d be totally lost.’



Yorkshire & Humber Region
Janet Bonsall left school with no 
qualifications and went on to face very 
difficult circumstances raising her four sons.  
A depressive illness kept Janet at home until a
friend persuaded her to enrol on a course at
Northern College, Barnsley. Although she was
terrified, Janet loved the experience and decided
to learn the subjects she missed out on in school,
starting with English and maths. Janet is 
determined to continue learning and to share her
experiences with young people.

Eastern Region 
Andrea Taylor is a former drug addict 
who fought back from life on the streets 
to win custody of her son. Being a mother 
and in active recovery means that life has 
been a struggle, yet Andrea’s personal 
growth has been so profound she is now 
studying for her MSc in Addictive Psychology 
and Counselling.

Best Project Award
Staffordshire University’s Maths and 
English Summer Schools project – that
makes education a reality for people who
never thought it was possible – won the
best project award. The Summer Schools
work to raise aspirations and expectations
of students from disadvantaged groups or 
who have no history in their families of 
further or higher education. 

South East Region 
Melanie Hudson spent six 
months in a refuge after years 
of domestic violence. Melanie faced 
many obstacles in rebuilding her life, including 
financial hardship and health problems, yet she 
was determined to provide a better life for her 
children and signed up at the Adult Education 
College.  Melanie set up a voluntary group to 
provide free learning activities, projects and events 
for the local community to develop social skills, and 
give people emotional support and provide skills
for work.

West Midlands Region 
Andrew Johnston began 
working in Stoke’s pottery 
industry when he left school 
and says he saw his future ‘trapped 
on a mundane and monotonous treadmill; 
unrewarding and empty’. Having been out of 
education for nearly 30 years, it took a lot of 
courage to enrol on a counselling course but 
Andrew did and is now enjoying a successful 
and fulfilling career in the youth service.

Best Group Award
A pioneering team of 
Union Learning Representatives
from Sainsbury’s in the West 
Midlands won the group award 
for opening up new opportunities 
for their colleagues who left school 
without qualifications. Andy Hall, 
Mark Astley and Linda Steward negotiated 
with senior management to get a Lifelong 
Learning programme in place that gives 
10% of the workforce paid leave for learning.



learners and employers, with robust
standards, achievable goals and progres-
sion opportunities for all. 

OCN’s belief in the entitlement of
people to gain recognition for their
achievements in learning and to fulfil
their potential is what drives us. Our
respect for and encouragement of the
diversity of learners and learning
approaches, partners and settings will
be tested and grown and the ambition to
open up opportunities for vocational
progression and personal and social
development will remain a priority. 

Learning can be a powerful force for
change; it is an empowering and enabl -
ing experience that can shape people’s
lives and that of the communities they
live in. The winners of the 2007 Adult
Learners Week Open College Network
(OCN) 25th Anniversary Award are
perhaps the best ambassadors for the
energy that learning ignites and the pos-
itive way it ripples into a wider society. 

The next 25 years will bring new
challenges to be faced and new achieve-
ments to be gained but NOCN has
much to be proud of; 2007 is a major
landmark, not just for our organisation,
but for the hopes and op por tunities for
adult learning in the future.

Karan Green
Chief Executive, NOCN

By anticipating, responding and
embracing the opportunities and
challenges presented to Open

College Networks and their partners,
the landscape of adult learning has fun-
damentally changed over the last 25
years. 

So what for the future? It is true that
the expectations of adults to access good
quality, accredited learning at a place of
their choosing has increased beyond all
recognition over the last quarter of a
century.  

The interim report of the Leitch
Review (Skills in the UK: the long term
challenge, December 2005) set out the
key ‘skills challenges’ facing the nation.
Leitch’s interim report estimated that,
by 2020, nearly 20 million additional
people will need higher skill levels than
at present, ranging from basic skills to
degree level. 

The National Open College Network
has a major role to play in achieving that
ambitious target. We are well placed to
influence policy for England, Northern
Ireland and Wales by continuing to be
at the forefront of a comprehensive
National Credit Accu mu lation and
Transfer system. 

Social inclusion, wider participation
and community transformation will
remain integral to the ethos and core
values of NOCN. We will continue to
work in partnership with organisations
to develop learning strategies that will
enable people to participate and
succeed. We will augment the fully inte-
grated service of accreditation and qual-
ifications to secure provision relevant to
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